INDA MIHALICK
Mihalick is very involved with the retailing degree program and center at the University of North Texas.
Since August of 2016, she has served as the Sr. Director the Global Digital Retailing Research Center, as
well as a leader for the Center and lecturer. She is responsible for advancing the global digital retailing
curriculum, which is highly important in the fashion industry today. Ms. Mihalick has 20 years of
experience in retail, including 15 years in e-commerce. JCPenney, Dillard's, Bailey Banks & Biddle and
even the Air Force are just a few companies which have benefited from Linda's retailing expertise. She
has been a member of FGI of Dallas since 2008 and has a Bachelor of Science from Ohio State University
as well as a Master of Science in Merchandising from UNT. Wow, we're always so impressed and
inspired by our members!
LEONARDO D’ALMAGRO
D’Almagro, jewelry designer and entrepreneur. This Austin-based designer has a long list of
accomplishments. Most recently, he was chosen by HSN to be featured as part of the Project American
Dreams program artisan show which is expected to air this summer on HSN. His jewelry accessorized the
looks at the Binzario Couture show at Paris Fashion Week. Leonardo also launched his brand the
prestigious world jewelry show Vicenzaoro. Reality TV celebrities LeeAnne Locken and Tiffany Hendra
from "The Real Housewives of Dallas" frequently wear Leonardo's jewelry. Learn more here!
www.LeonardoDalmagro.com
JOHN KOLINOFSKY
Kolinofsky is the president and founder of Callidus Agency, a Dallas-based talent and modeling agency.
He's been in the talent management industry for 13 years. Since 2010 Callidus Agency has provided
representation to some of the best models, actors and athletes in Dallas and Austin. John is an FGI of
Dallas board member. He earned his undergraduate degree in Radio, Television, and Film at The
University of North Texas. He also received his MBA at The University of Dallas. Check out the Callidus
Agency website to learn more about John and the services the agency offers!
http://www.callidusagency.com/
BRITT HARLESS
Current FGI of Dallas board member, jewelry designer and entrepreneur, Britt Harless founded her
jewelry company BAHZ in 2011. She's influenced by art, nature, history and culture through her many
trips around the world. The company went through a rebranding phase in October of 2015 and now
focuses even more on making artistic couture jewelry with exceptional quality. Each piece looks like a
work of art! As a longtime, dedicated FGI of Dallas board member, she is co-chair for the incredible FGI
Night of Stars event. Britt's work was featured on the Binzario Couture runway at New York Fashion
Week in September 2016.

